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When the Corona virus pandemic began, Riccardo Emanuele Tiritiello was 
attending his final year at a catering high school in Milan, just a hair’s breadth 
away from his leaving dipoma. Even though Riccardo Emanuele was torn between 
his school duties, on-line classes and work in his family’s deli shop, he still felt 
the urge to help the others somehow. This is how the “Chef in corsia”-Chefs in a 
hospital ward project started: this young man from Milan has prepared meals to 
be distributed for free to doctors working long hours to save people in Covid-19 
wards.  Riccardo Emanuele was conferred the Order of Merit for Labor by the 
President of the Italian Republic, Sergio Mattarella, when he was just nineteen.  

Riccardo Emanuele Tiritiello and the project to support the health 
professionals fighting Covid-19

FROM STUDENT  
TO CHEF IN A 
HOSPITAL WARD

Riccardo Emanuele lives in the outskirts of Milano, in Quarto Uggiaro 
neighbourhood and is a grown up now:  he turned nineteen. He is tall, 
with brown eyes and hair and looks very self-confident when he walks 
around his beloved city. 

He loves cooking, to the extent that he is now attending a schol that is 
going to turn him into a well-known chef. Riccardo Emanuele picked this 
school since he has always been passionate about cooking: his parents 
run a deli shop and he dreams of opening his own restaurant. 

Let us be honest though. There is something he really hates: studying. 
And he admits that too! School is so boring sometimes...but, just last year, 
he found out that it may be useful, every now and then. 

You may be wondering: useful!? How? This is what happened. 
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Do you recall Coronavirus? How can we forget….
When the emergency was declared and we were told to stay at home, 
waiting for better times, Riccardo Emanuele acted immediately, no second 
thoughts: he could not be twiddling his thumbs. What was happening in 
the hospital those days and what he could see on TV, affected him a great 
deal. Not because he was angry, if we can say so, since he had to be 
confined at home or for what he was going through. The idea that there 
was nothing he could do, was just intolerable. This is how he decided that 
he would start from his own school. 

Riccardo Emanuele can cook, and so does his brother Filippo and his 
schoolmates Aurora, Ciro, Fulvio, Michael. They could not help directly 
the sick back then, obviously, but they could surely bring some comfort to 
the people that were taking care of them. No time left to lose! This is how 
the Chefs in corsia project started.
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At first, Riccardo Emanuele’s parents tried to make him think about what 
he was going to do: this would be a 24/7 committment with no spare or 
resting time left. When they saw how committed their son was though, 
and realized that his friends would have helped, they gave him their full 
support, and made him use the deli shop kitchen. 

On 8th March 2020, the guys started delivering meals to doctors and 
nurses taking care of Covid-19 patients in three different hospitals. 350 
meals were made every day!

Many people came to help. An association from Milan, Pane Quotidiano 
https://panequotidiano.eu/nuovo-sito-pane-quotidiano/ - Daily Bread, 
undertaking to help the poor and avoid food waste, was providing the 
team with the necessary ingredients, whereas a local company allowed 
them to use the corporate van to speed through traffic – within the speed 
limits, hu! - and make deliveries.

Riccardo Emanuele and his friends started working at 8 am and kept doing 
so until needed: they settled the menu, selected the ingredients and then 
straight to the kitchen to cook different dishes everyday, all tasty. A taste 
and generosity team. No Saturdays, Sundays or days off. And they were 
so willing to help. 
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Luckly, the emergency was partially 
contained after 3 months and we could go 
out again, for a little while at least, and we 
were slightly calmer. So, Riccardo Emanuele 
and his friends decided to stop cooking… 
even because they had to study for their 
final exam! Cooking time was over, back on 
the books!

What is the lesson learned in this story? There are two!

One is simple: you can learn so much at school, even that something can be 
done for the others, thus making your dream come true. Just like Riccardo 
Emanuele, who wanted to be a cook and is now working in his family-run 
deli shop to save money and open his own restaurant. This experience was 
a further confirmation to him: no doubt, he is going to be a cook!

The second one is even more important: food is nutrition, but can also 
provide comfort especially during the hardest of times. This is when 
everybody can really help. Without exception! Every one of us can do 
something to get a smile out of other people  -or,  even better- help 
someone in need. 

“Solidarity is everything, and building a community too. This is what I 
have learned in my suburban neighbourhood, even before the Chef in 
Corsia project started. Food is crucial for life, but it can also provide 
comfort, expecially in times of crisis”.

Slow Food Heroes project is funded by the European 
Cultural Foundation, with the contribution  

of CRC Foundation.


